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CALL FOR PAPERS 

2nd INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 

 

*** 

 

THE THEATRE OF EMOTIONS 

Considerations on ancient, 

medieval, modern and contemporary 

texts and dramaturgy. 

 

JOY 

(Padova, 20-21 May 2019) 

 

Deadline for the submission of abstracts: 17 March 2019. 

 

Keynote-speakers: 

Xavier Riu (Universitat de Barcelona), Marzia Pieri (Università di Siena). 

 

Scientific Committee: Davide Susanetti, Anna Scannapieco, Mattia De Poli, Lucia Degiovanni, 

Rocco Coronato. 

 

Organizer: Mattia De Poli. 

Administrative office: Elena Sibilio, Emilia Eleno. 

 

In the 18th century, rewriting Euripides’ Alcestis, Christoph Martin Wieland stages a shift from fear 

to joy: in Act 1 Alcestis is worried about her husband’s death, while at the beginning of Act 2 

Admetus is joyful because he is unexpectedly safe, and wants to hug his wife and share his joy with 

her. Suddenly such enthusiasm seems just an illusion, since he is safe thanks to her sacrifice, but 

Alcestis is so much in love with Admetus that she is happy to make him safe. In the end, Hercules 

comes and brings Alcestis back to life, so he finally makes their joyful embrace possible. Wieland 

made his characters much more emotional than in the Euripidean play with a quasi-happy ending: 

while Admetus wants to hug his wife, Alcestis keeps silent. 

 

Joy has often been neglected as an emotion by modern scholars: why? Does it fit a good plot? Is it 

hard to show it on the stage? Is it such a personal, private emotion that a joyful character seems 

childish or ridiculous on stage, in front of the audience? Is there a character who is generally 

believed to be freer to show his or her joy? Is joy an illusion that one can exploit to persuade 

someone else? The papers presented at the 2nd International Conference “The Theatre of Emotions – 

Joy” will be aimed to answer such questions. The characters on stage are always the main focus, but 

drama is also a virtual reality, so spectators can reflect on their own emotions. 

 

The analysis of dramatic texts and performances from antiquity until the contemporary age in 

Western culture will be focused on: 
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1) plot: joy has different causes and is often a consequence of some accidents, so a potentially bad 

situation may turn into a positive one; 

 

2) language: both ancient and modern languages have many words meaning joy in its different 

expressions (referring to its symptoms or its intensity); 

 

3) expression: joy is often a powerful emotion; a joyful character, in spite of his/her self-control, 

will use particular expressions (e.g., sung lines vs. spoken lines), specific metres or rhythms (e.g., 

dochmiacs or ionics a minore), rather than others, or even a broken and unbalanced syntax; 

 

4) performance: a joyful character on stage is forced to move in a special way (e.g. dancing or 

embracing another character), to assume individual facial expressions (suggested by words, when 

actor uses a mask), to speak with a particular vocal intonation; such details, at least for the modern 

and contemporary theatre, can be derived also from treatises on recitation; 

 

5) gender: male or female characters show joy in different ways, usually according to social rules, 

and every violation is meaningful; 

 

6) age: children (rare in ancient drama), young boys and old men have a different behaviour and 

self-control and adopt several expressions. 

 

7) politics: in a social context joy could be forced by persuasion or promised with hidden agendas. 

 

Throughout the centuries and across communities, from classical antiquity to the Middle Ages, 

from the modern to the contemporary Age, theatre has passed through several changes, but it is still 

a magnifying glass on human experience. From classical Athens to Norman-French medieval 

theatre (Adam de la Halle), from the English Renaissance (Shakespeare) to the French “grand 

siècle” (Corneille, Racine, Molière), from the Spanish Baroque (Calderón de la Barca) to 

eighteenth-century Venice (Goldoni, Carlo Gozzi), down to contemporary Sweden (Strindberg), a 

number of characters are faced with emotions: joy is an human emotion, although it might have 

tragic or comic effects. 

 

To join the conference, scholars, researchers and professors are invited to send: 1) the title of a 25-

minutes paper; 2) an abstract in Italian, English or French (max. 300 words); 3) the field of the 

paper: a) Greek-Roman theatre – b) Medieval, Modern, Contemporary theatre; 4) a short curriculum 

vitae, to mattia.depoli@unipd.it by 17 March 2019. 

 

After this deadline, the Scientific Committee will examine the proposals in order to select the 

speakers for the Conference. 

 

Organizers will inform all proposers about the Scientific Committee’s decisions before 7 April 

2017. 

 

We will offer luch and dinner on 20 May and the lunch on 21 May, to all the speakers at the 

Conference. Other costs will be born by the speaker. No conference fee is required. 

  

The Conference proceedings will be published. 
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